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EZec&ric Fie Zd and Cument
Conductive ty
1.

Deneitg

Measurements

in ,Media o~ Con~ tant

Intro&ction

of
Tne Drob Lem of masuring e bctric fielh” in air, in the presence
rapidLy
~azying radiation
&d conducti;itya
leads one to use-a sensor wi tti
a load impedznce
much larger
than. the “sensor impednme
so that the e Zectric
fie Ld or potential
is being sanpled
but not Zoaded.
Houever, measurenwnt
of a Zecttic
fie ld below the ground pi!ane uhere the characters
tics of the
medium are vcs t Zy different
changes the requirements for an e lecttic field
salt uater$
etc.,
can be considered
sensor.
If such a medima e.g. ● soi Z,
. d—...._.
to have a conductive ty (and die Ztic+i%c eons t&%)-which
-is not significant@
or the e Zectric
field
present,
then tie
changed by the ionizing
radiation
restriction
of m in~”ini te Zoad impechncecan be removed.
removing
The genera L technique
uhich this note &l Z discuss
involves
the conductance
from a certain
portion of this medim antitransferring
e litigating
the need for isolating
e Zectroni cs.
i t to the Zoad impedances
thiz electric
fie M sensor uilZ be matched to the conducting
In e f feet,
medium in which it is located,
the sensor having t!~e same bulk parameters
wi-1 be
as the equivalent
volwne of the medizun,
Fina;~ Lya this :~ensor
gener~lized
b the eztint
that the oensor paramters aw different
from
is sti ?~ .fl.at.
those of the medim but the j%-’.~uencyresponse
II.

Equivalent

Impedance

Electric

Fie U or Current

Densi@

Probe

TO develop
this particular
kind of electric
field
probe consi&~
tha
medium uith e Lectric
field,
E, and current density, J, ~“ven in fig~zw i.
Tne wdium is described by permi ttivi ty, c ~, permeability,
~1, and conThe electric
fie Ld and current
densi @ related bg
ductivity,
al.
(1)

ui 22 be taken as the coqponentz
in a given direction
for ahich a measureThis wi Zl tie considered
indepenabn t Zy from any otaer
ment is &zired,
vector
components of these quantities
o,;:ich may be presznt.
If a restriction
is placed
that aZZ distances
of concern tc the senzor
shaZ Z be lezs than any distarwes
over uhich this electric
field
is
changing,
then over u restricted
volume of the mdium Gquipotential
n.; .-.iZZ
can De constructed
perpendicular
to t,ie e Zectric
field.
Quznti tizti GLLti,
ed in its radian frequency
component,
if the eZectric
,fie Ld is c n-i
JW.W
h
U, as being of the fom e
, w ere the z-axis
is tqken b- the
direction
of propagation
and the propagation
constant,
k, is
;: -- (U? 111cl - juvlal)

1/2

(2)

then the &s tanc~ (AZ ), over uhici~ the phase changes by one radi~,
of the real part of tile
jti-t
the tiave number, i.e., the recipmcaZ
pwpagation
constant.
Thus,
1
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1

Al =

(3)

or

.

1

Al =

Re(l.
[

FOP

1

,

x

1

‘1 - 1/2
jG)
1

>>1,0 ibis

reduces

(4)
to

1

uh{ch is the fami Ziar skin depth equation,
by the sensor dimensions
then from equation
ted which wi ZL be the upper frequency
limit
mations will hold,

Given a certain
AL characterized
(4) a frequency
can be calculafor ohich the follming
approxi -

For frequencies
belou this Litit
equipotential
planes can be considered
as in figure
1, Along any equipotential
surface
a conductor
can be placed
(asswning good electrical
coiitact
to the medium) uithout
disturbing
either
FOP the deve Zopment of a sensor
the electric
field
or the current
density,
consider
-hJO identieal
conducting
platesj
each of area, A, (one side),
and
placed on equipotential
p Zcvaes of spacing d, such thati any line of fie Zd or
current vhich passes through one plate passes through the other plate,
This
defines
a cylindrical
volume of cross sectional
area, A, and height,
d,
Measurement of the potential
difference
betueen these tuo plates
gives both
If no current
is dram. from these
the electric
field
and the cument
density,
p Lates the potential
difference,
V. ui 11 be just Ed,
NCZJthat this cy Zindrical
volume is defined
one can trg to replace
it
vi th lumped electrical
e lernents With
have the same e Zecttical
characteristics
in the medium,
In this case as far as the electric
field
and current
densitiJ are “concernedll the medium is not disturbed
and thus the fields
and
equipotentials
are not disturbed
either,
Figure 2 i lLUS trates
how this is
done,
Consider firs t the conduction
current,
I, through this volume
I = JA = o“EA
vhere A, as previously
defined,
cy Zindrical
volume, but since
v

(6)
is

the. cross

sectional

area

of tnis

= Ed

(7)

uhere d is the cy Zinhical
height,
through this vo Zume can be cawied

equal to the pZate spacing,
by a conductance,
Gm, given

the current
by
(8)

Next,

consider

the displacement-current,
aE A

ID,

through

this

vo Zume
(9)

ID = ‘lx’
3
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Fig. 2
Replacement
of
bg Lumped
Constants
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in

I&dim

A

i

hub since
av
n=

aE
‘%

-tAe displacement
by

(10)
current

cm = ID/(;+)

=

can be carried

by a capacitance,

Cd

tiven

A
‘z 2

(11)

by ho conducting
pZates at the
Thi~ volume of medium can then be replaced
the fie Zd Zims and connected
by
ends of &he cy limier to properly
terminati
and a capacitance,
associated
&o lumped circuit
elements,
a conductance
Be i!ou- the upper
oith th; conductivity
and p;mi ttivity
of the medih,
freqzienc2
limit implied
in equation (4) it is not necessa~~
to include
my
lumped inductance,
Suppose now that this lumped conductance
the reciprocal
of the differential
impedance,
cab Ze, Then the tuinm
cable can be directlg
dueting plates
and an appropriate
conductance
is illustrated
in figure 3 for the case

is greater
than or equal to
Z,-of a particular &Jinax
connected to the tio consubtracted from Gm. This

Gin=;

(12)

in uhich the sensor dimensions
have been ehos en go match the conductance
The capacitance
of the medi urn
of the medium to the cable impedance (Z),
has also been matched to that o .f the sensor bu. usinu a non-conductin,q
;rward the conducting
die lectfic
(permittivity
C2 : ~1) and by extending
corrections
near the edges )
#al 2s such that (neglecting
‘2
—

#

..d

(13)

c1

Ideally,
However, there are many other methods of matching
the capacitmce,
the tuinax cable also lies along an equip otential
plane miduay between the
ho plates
and/or uses an isolation
technique
such as suppression of the net
currents
on the cable inductive
lzj (to be described
in another SSN),

is

To illustrate
characteristic

‘1

tight
look
Site uhere

like

assume

that

the medium

=16c

‘1 ‘
Using

uhat such a sensor
of the Nevadu Test

o
.02 mho/meter

tile sensor

design

“

,.

(14)

of figure 3 assume that

z = 100 Q
‘2

=

2.26

(15)

co (polyethylene)
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Then combining
Al
d‘=
Ij’ d is

equations

taken

inter

(16)

= 10 cm

(17)

= 0,5

El

(8) and (12)

as

d = ,1 meter

and the conducting
plates
are assumed
then
A= ITr2= ,05m2 = 500 em2

ti be circular

disks

of radius,

r,

(18)

cad
r = ,126 m= 12,6

cm

from equation

(13)

Finally,

(19)

#

-=,141
d

(20)

and
w =,0141
This

set

of dimensions

A quite
in tihi ch
‘1

‘1

mete? = 1,41

diffirent

(21)

cm

can easily
case

=

80 Co

‘

5, 3 mhos/meter

be obtained in a practical

to consider

example,

a medim

(25°C)

then

consisting

design,

of sea water

(22 )

Here the conductivity
is so high that
the required
conduetmce
of the sensor
In fact,
a, is so” large that if A/d is

as in the previo~

is

sensor

if equation
then A/d uill
taken to be

from equation

(12) is used to calculate
be extremely
small,

(8)

Gm = 2.65 mho

(24)

1
t?=

(25)

zhi le
,01 mho

directly to
There fore,
returning
to figure
1, if the cable is attached
the ho plates,
the change in the conductance
betueen
these p lutes is
only of the order of O, S%j a negligib Ze perturbation,
In s ueh a case
then this much simp lier procedure
is quite adequati,
It is therefore
possible
to natch m. e Zecttic
field
sensor
to a conducting
medium uhich
7

&es not have a time or field dependent
conductive ty by replacing
a cylindrical
Such a sensor em
volume of the medium by equivaletit
lumped parameters,
directly
drive a terminated
cable by including
the cable impedance in these
llwnped parameters,
Thw+ no active
electronic
devices
are needed at the
sensor,
III,

Sensor

Calibration

In this scheme of sensor design,
the sensor is matched to the medium,
There fore,
variation
<n the conduetivitzj
add permit tivity
of the medium in
which a measurement is intended
to be made must be considezwd
in sensor
design,
One vazj to get around this problem is illustrated
in figure
4.
In this constzwction
the sensor parameters
are matched to the medium by
varying
the se~”or conductcmce cmd capati tance th~otigh -the atiustment
of
such that
a trimmer conductance,
Gt, and a trimmer capaci tance J c
t’
(26)
and
(27)
‘1
The sensor uould thus be constructed
so that ~ vas less than the minimum
ezpected
value of G , and so that E A/u was l~ss than the minimum expected
value of C , Provi!$ioa uould need $?o be made for a~usting
these trimmers
uhi le the ~enso~ uas in the mediw,
ideal Zy in the intended
measurement
location,
If the medium uere soi Z and the sensor waz not too farfrom the
surface
this might be abne mechanically
by non-conducting
YUdS turning
in
n.ou-conducting
tubes leading from the seti-or to the surface,
Another,
more elegant,
calibration
scheme (also in figure 4) may consist
of an extra pair of planar elect rodez J significmtly
Zcwger than and parallel
to the sensor electrodes
so that these additional
e Zectrmies
are also on
V’, to these outir electrociks
equipotentials,
!l%en by applyizg
a voltape,
(separated
by d’) one can read avoltage
V across the b?inax leads at the
recordhr
location,
If the sensor is matched -to the mcdt:um then, for all
frequencies
of interest

V=$,

v’

(28)

By a~usting
~ti at ZOZJfrequencies
and Ct at high
ment of equatzon
(28) should be met,

frequencies

the require-

After performing
this calibration
procedure
V t cou2d then be removed.
Since the calibration
e Zectrodes
are also on equipo tentials
(for the
field
component of interest)
they ui ill not disturb
this fie Ld and can be
left in place,
Houever, for a medium such as soi L there may be prob Lems
arising
from the electrical
contact
betueen
the soil cmd both the sensor
electrodes
and the calibration
e Zectrodes,
If the contact
resistance
betueen
the soil and the sensor electrodes
is significant
compared to
8

.
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Sensor

to VkdiuTtT

for

b’la~chirlq

l/G
then the sensoy uill
ncti be matcAed to t~iQ me~iizm and the fielck uill be
dis?orted,
Simi Zar prob lenw result
&om con :cct resi.~ tance as~ociated
uith
the calibration
electrodes,
In the ccise of the zensor e l~ctrodes
this problem
,’;.zy be al le vi are~;1 3y ~erforating
the e Lectroks
and placing
a blotter
on the
s <de of the e lect~ch;
op~osite
the ,~oi 1, A srmzll tank o“ a chosen ;alt solu- on can keep the blctter
and thus the inter,~ace
rwistened
ui tih a highly co’rs{:,qi~ap techniques
ma;; ~ ~ed for the calibrac;
-:? electrodes
;;cting
solution,
but this moti be more difficult,
To ~void mnec~ssar;j
scattering
of other field
these calibration
electrodes,
remove
components it may be desirable
to elimi<ate
them after calibration,
0? segment then so that they can be broken into smaller
.
..
.,
at LA 11.
elect zwcal un~ts ~hzcn cm be dzscmv..t..I’ -+~
., d fro:mone amtiter

IV,

Generalization

OJ’ Sen;o?

Thus far one s~g eifi c case has ke;;n cons idezwa’ on the basis 04Crep Luc+lg
a volume of a disszpatiue
medium by u senzor ~uitti the .~ame lumped parameters
as the medium,
~lowever, it is pozcible
to construct
an e Zectric
field
probe
of this same general desiyi
in uhieh the lumped elements
do zot match t~~ose
of the medium but in ti-h,ich the sense? ?ei;pome is s3ill
j%queney
inhpenden.t.
the ~~ ;Qn:,oP e Zectro&c
in the medium Of interest.
Again in figure
1 co~sid?v
Vith wo Zoack attached
to these pZate.~ c~le ozen cir:ui t vo ltiage, V, is jus t Ed
as before,
Setting
the external
electric
fi; M to zero one can measure the
admittance
between the -lzdo plates
givl~g a co~uluctaneea
G ~ ae before,
plus
a fringing
conductance,
G
f~om etizmnz 4 lm~ pz $;2scot 2izv2ctlgbeh3een
plb- a ftingi-ng
eapaei tmce,
the platesa ancla capacit~bce, C a as ~(?~’o-fi?>
from e Zectric
field
lines al~g
path~ not directilg
between the plates,
Then
Cr lkevenin ’s
D4
Theorem -this ecmfiguratien
h.az an equi valenc eircui t 04f a voltage
.?- ,92
sc xrce ~ v, ‘k 3G?ZZS Gizk
>bul:,ec ~;ut?z
L:(?5C?ZZ”GU.
This
is ex<~cl~~
:~~~ LZUI[lL
J-”++-.,,’.
.,
the left portioz
<b~fcre th~ f~yst &fi?ed ~.?lfle) cf tne eq2iivalent
ei?cui t
shown in figure
5.
Nm one can proceed
to l{add’t variousloack t~ the sensor,
a negative
conductance ~ -Gma and a ney~tive
eaymi~an~e,
-C ,
essential
13 equivalent
to removing the lwnpeci e%emenhs shod~ in
is i 1lus trated by Me negative
elements
be tweex t;~e two dotted
figure 5, Finally,
add the lumped sensor e lmmatis from figlme
?

and

pi rs t ‘tadd[f
Thiz is
2 md
figure
lines in
4 defined
as

Gs =$+Gt

(29)

C2A
Cs = ~- + Ct

(30)

#here the symbo 1s mean the same as those in eqxations
(1 1) ~ (12), and (13) ,
elements
after
the last dot ted
G~ and C~ are illustrated
by the positiue
lzne (on the tight)
of figure
5, and the equivalent
elrcui t of this sensor
is complete,
10
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Nou, if

one equates

G8 = Gm

(31)

Crld
(32)

then

the admittance

in parallel

with

Vout is

identically

zero

and therefore

v
v = Ed
out =

(33)

tloueuer,
the procedure
of equations
(31) ond (32) is precisely
what has
been ckve loped in Section
II in matching
the sen$or’ to the medium.
In this
development
the same results
uere obtained
as in equation
(33), thus sho~ing
the consistency
of the equivalent
circuit
of figure
5 in this case,
Nou consider the elements
of the equivalent
circuit
in a more general case
uhere the restrictions
of equations
(31) and (32) are not assunud,
Then in
the Zitit
of zero frequen?j
any capacitance
U+1Z be waimportanb
and one can
define a voltage
tranc;’c? rzblo,
tv , as
v
tv

out

=

_

v

o

#+f’+

-o
(G

m

..
‘G

s-m

(34)

)

or
G

+G.

tv = #A_&–
o
s
f
For high frequencies
such that conductance
are unimportant
compared
capad tances then one can define another
voltage
transfer
ratio,
t,, ,
“1
v
cm+c
out
=__
=
t
v.
(cm + c
+ (Cs - “%;)
‘1
2?2
d

(35)
to the
as
(36)

or

.&#

t

s

‘1

For flat

frequency

tv

(37)

f
response

it

is

required

=-t
o

that
(38)

‘1

.

This is equivalent
to equating
the time constants
of, the sensor a% ttance
(the e Zements to the left of the Zeft dotted
line) and the sensor
load
Thus, under the restriction
of equation
(38) it is
(all the rest),
possibZe to trim both C and G so that the voltage
transfer
ratio is
greater
or less than 1,$> as i: desired
uithin
the limits
imposed by
the possib Le variation
of these ho parameters,
to distort
the geometry of the sensor plates
and
It is also possible
obtain simi i!ar results
using the steps outlined
in this section,
although
the computations
ui 1Z be nure difficult,
In either
case in uhich the
12

sensor is not matched to the medium, the calibration
as in Section
III
becomes more difficult
because the calibration
plates
have to be farther
apart and larger to avoid the frin,qing
fields
from the sensor,
v,

SmaV~-—

It is possible
to construct
asenso?
for measuring
a component of the
electric
field
(or current
density)
in a dissipative
mediwn uithout
the need
for active
electronics,
This sensor can be made to match both the conductivity
are
md the permittivity
of such. a medium, a3suming that these parameters
independent
o.f freauenq~ in their rmge of importance and that theu are not
chan~ed signi~’i&zn~ly
b~ the expected’’fi~id
s~rength
or ionizing radiation.
However,” if other reasons dictate,
this sensor need not match the parameters
of the medium but may still
have a response indepen&nt
of frequency,

CARL E, BAUM, l/Lt,
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